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ABSTRACT

The Antwerp COR*-database is a longitudinal micro-level database, which covers all entries from individuals whose last names started with the letters COR (and individuals who shared at some moment in time a household with a COR*-person) from the population registers and the vital registration of births, marriages and deaths for the 19th- and early-20th-century Antwerp district in Flanders, the northern Dutch-speaking part of Belgium. As such the database allows the reconstruction of historical life courses and families, and the analysis of key demographic characteristics and developments regarding marriage, fertility, migration, social mobility, health, mortality and longevity, as well as their interplay within and across households, families and generations. After a short description of the source material and the construction of the database, a review of the literature based on the database is presented in order to provide the reader with an encompassing overview of the research that has been carried out with this database and the knowledge and insights it has generated since its first release in 2010. The article ends with a discussion of potential pathways for future research, including new topics, and future extension of the database through citizen science projects.
1 INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the efforts of Adolphe Quetelet, the newly-independent Kingdom of Belgium developed in the 1840s a population administration, which would set an example for many other European countries. The Central Committee for Statistics — under the leadership of Quetelet himself — started in 1846 a population register at the municipality level with a nation-wide coverage. Census sheets were copied down in new books, covering cross-sectional data by household. Each double page referred to one address, and each line of the population register consisted of one individual, with the head of the household on top — usually a man —, followed by the spouse, children and other household members, including kin — e.g., resident siblings of the head of the household and/or his wife — and non-kin, for instance, lodgers and domestic servants. For each individual, core characteristics were entered, including the relation to the head of the household (spouse, child, brother, sister, etc.), sex, birth date, birth place, marital status and occupation. So far the register was not more than a copy of the census. However, in the decade to come — until a new census was taken — all mutations in the household were meticulously registered: the birth of children, the death and in- and out-migration of family members, as well as changes in marital status. Since all life course events were dated in this way, the population register was a living document that kept track of a number of demographic changes at the individual and the household level. Together with the civil registry that had been installed in the 1790s under Napoleon, the population registers offered the Belgian authorities a superb administrative tool for monitoring its population (Gutmann & Van de Walle, 1978; Oris & Ritschard, 2014).

Figure 1 Example of a population register from Antwerp city — 1890–1900

Source: Scan from FelixArchief — https://felixarchief.antwerpen.be/archievenoverzicht/87729

Notwithstanding the very rich data sources, historical demographers in Belgium — and elsewhere in Europe — relied until far into the 20th century almost exclusively on aggregate statistics — mostly from censuses and demographic yearbooks — or they applied family reconstruction on birth and marriage certificates, as outlined by Michel Fleury and Louis Henry (1956), neglecting the rich individual level data provided by the population registers. It was only after Myron Gutmann and Etienne van de Walle (1978) published their article “New Sources for Social and Demographic History: The Belgian Population Registers” that an interest arose in the use of these superb data sources. Especially George Alter’s (1988) “Family and the Female Life Course, the Women of Verviers”, which showed the power of the population registers by applying event history analysis to marriage and fertility data, caused a paradigm shift in the field. The applied methodology, which Alter described carefully, was superior to the family reconstructions, as it was able to deal with incomplete life courses — i.e., censoring — by taking the time at risk into account, and avoided biases resulting from the neglect of families with incomplete information, often due to migration (Alter, 2020; Ruggles, 1999).

Alter’s monograph marked the start of an increasing number of historical demographic studies based on individual level data from Belgian population registers and vital registers. Studies appeared on marriage, fertility, migration, mortality, and social mobility, as well as their relationships (e.g., Alter & Oris, 2005; Neven, 2003; Oris, 1996). These studies mainly focused on Wallonia — the southern French-speaking part of Belgium, a region that experienced early industrialization and urbanization —, thereby largely neglecting Flanders, the northern, Dutch-speaking part of the country.
THE CREATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANTWERP COR*-DATABASE

Inspired by the above mentioned studies on Wallonia, the development of the Historical Sample of the Netherlands (Mandemakers & Kok, 2020), as well as the construction of Swedish historical demographic databases at Umeå University (Engberg & Edvinsson, 2020; Westberg, Engberg, & Edvinsson, 2016) and Lund University (Bengtsson & Dribe, 2021; Dribe & Quaranta, 2020), the idea arose to build a high quality historical demographic database on Flanders. Under the lead of Koen Matthijs, who had acquired extensive experience on the collection and analysis of vital registration data (Matthijs, 2002, 2003a), members of the research group Family and Population Studies (FaPOS) of the KU Leuven, started a pilot project on the city of Antwerp in order to test whether the envisioned data collection procedure was feasible (Matthijs & Moreels, 2010; Van Baelen, 2007).

As it was unrealistic to collect the socio-demographic information on all individuals and families who lived in Antwerp city and beyond during the second half of the 19th and early 20th century, it was necessary to select an efficient sampling strategy. Following the data collection principle of the French TRA-Project (Bourdieu, Keszenbaum, & Postel-Vinay, 2014), a letter sample was chosen. In practice, all entries from birth, marriage and death certificates, as well as from the population registers of individuals whose family names started with the letters "COR" (e.g., Cordon, Cornelissen, Coremans, Corliu, Cornet) were collected, stored, cleaned and linked. Last names with this letter combination were chosen as investigations by the KU Leuven Department of Linguistics showed that individuals with these last names were equally distributed over Flanders and representative of the Flemish population in terms of a number of socio-demographic indicators, including SES and migration status (Moreels & Matthijs, 2011; Van Baelen, 2007). The latter was especially important since Antwerp turned into the fastest growing and most populous city in Belgium, as a result of large-scale in-migration in the course of the 19th century (Kruithof, 1964; Winter, 2009). Equally important was the fact that COR* family names were not linguistically exclusive, making sure that immigrant families from various countries were included. More than 7% of the individuals in the database is indeed of foreign descent, with a majority of immigrants from the neighboring Netherlands, Germany and France, but the database contains also individuals who were born in faraway countries, such as Australia, Egypt, Japan, the United States and Russia.

Working with a letter sample had several advantages. First, it simplified the data collection and therefore increased the reliability and quality of the data, as data collectors only had to search for individuals based on their last name instead of a whole list of criteria. Second, the reconstruction of life courses and families was facilitated by selecting people based on their family name, as it made sure that throughout the whole research area and period pieces of information from the same families and individuals were selected. Third, this sampling strategy made it easier to deal with lost and incomplete information, which was imperative in the highly mobile urban society of Antwerp, in which people moved frequently within and across municipalities, and not all migrations might have been properly registered. Instead of following the lives of individuals through time and space, which would have meant that data collectors would have to follow individuals from one municipality register to the next over time, sometimes being confronted with "dead ends", all data entries on research persons were collected following the "vacuum cleaning method": all pieces were collected independently by multiple data collectors. The life courses were later reconstructed by putting all pieces together by way of record linkage (Matthijs & Moreels, 2010; Van Baelen, 2007).

The Antwerp COR*-database covers data from 1846 — the year when the first nation-wide population registers were issued — until 1920, the end of the 1910 register. The end point was pragmatically chosen as later population registers at the time of the data collection were not yet accessible due to privacy regulations.1 The pilot project on the city of Antwerp turned out to be successful and therefore it was decided to enlarge the area of data collection to Antwerp’s suburbs and the rural municipalities of the larger Antwerp district. This resulted in the 2010 release of the Antwerp COR*-database, which forms the basis of most historical-demographic studies on the 19th- and early-20th-century Antwerp district.2

1 Note that there are recent developments in Belgium privacy law, shortening the individual privacy protection from 100 years (birth certificates) to 75 years (marriage certificates) and 50 years (death certificates).

2 For an extensive description of the construction and composition of the Antwerp COR*-database, see Matthijs and Moreels (2010) and Van Baelen (2007).
Figure 2  The structure of the 2010 release of the Antwerp COR*-database

An important advantage of the database is that it allows not only to track family members residing within the household, but also those residing outside the household, a feature that is usually lacking in databases that consist of intergenerational historical life course data based on a random sample from the population under study (Van Baelen & Matthijs, 2007).

In the context of EU Horizon 2020 Marie Sklodowska-Curie project “Methodologies and data mining techniques for the analysis of Big Data based on Longitudinal Population and Epidemiological Registers” (LONGPOP, MSCA-ITN 676060), the COR*-database was transformed into the Intermediate Database Structure (IDS; Alter & Mandemakers, 2014), after a systematic evaluation of the original methodologies for the address-based reconstruction of households based on a set of criteria, and the detailed geocoding of the historical database. This resulted in the 2020 IDS-release of the COR*-database, a release that offers plenty of opportunities for comparative analysis (Jenkinson, Anguita, Paiva, Matsuo, & Matthijs, 2020).

3 LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 MARRIAGE AND PARTNER CHOICE

In the 19th and early-20th century marriage was a key transition in the life course, marking the entry into adulthood. Usually it was coupled with a move from the family of orientation to the family of procreation (Puschmann, 2020a). Western Europe was characterized by the so-called European Marriage pattern of late and non-universal marriage. Couples were only expected to get married once they were financially independent and had the means to set up their own household (Hajnal, 1965, 1982).
Katherine Lynch (1991) found an urban variant of this pattern, marked by even higher ages at marriage and larger shares of singles than in the Western European countryside. Sarah Moreels and Koen Matthijs (2011) observed the urban variant of the European marriage pattern also for the city of Antwerp. Moreover, they found differences with other Flemish cities. Whereas in the industrializing textile cities of Aalst and Ghent, ages at marriages started to decrease from the middle of the 19th century on — signaling the granulation of the Western European marriage pattern — ages at first marriage in the port city of Antwerp increased until about 1890. This was to a large degree explained by heavy urban in-migration. Further research confirmed that both internal and international migrants in Antwerp — as well as in other major European port cities — were less likely to marry and did so at significantly higher ages than the native urban population. The highest ages at first marriage and the highest likelihood to remain single were found among the international migrants (Puschmann, Grönberg, Schumacher, & Matthijs, 2014a; Puschmann, Van den Driessche, Grönberg, Van de Putte, & Matthijs, 2015; Puschmann, Van den Driessche, Matthijs, & Van de Putte, 2012; Puschmann, Van den Driessche, Matthijs, Van de Putte, 2016a; Schumacher, Matthijs, & Moreels 2013). These results suggest that migrants had a hard time in becoming part of urban mainstream society, a finding to which we return in the section on migration and social inclusion.

Next to rural-urban residence and migration status, social status also played a role in the access to marriage, in the sense that the higher classes married later than the lower ones, suggesting that there was more at stake for the elite when it came to marriage partner choice (Moreels & Matthijs, 2011), but it might have been also a result of a longer period of education and training (Caron, Neyrinck, Dillon, Matthijs, 2017). Last but not least, for the elite women it might have been simply more difficult to find a spouse with an equal (or higher) social status, as the group of elite men was relatively small, while these men were due to their power and wealth attractive to women from all social layers, and marrying downwards was often less of an issue for men than for women. Another group with relatively high marriage ages were the sons of farmers, which has been interpreted by Marianne Caron et al. (2017) as a sign of land saturation. Due to strong population growth and innovations in agriculture, everywhere in Europe it became indeed increasingly difficult for young men and women to obtain their own farm or to find work as agricultural laborers, resulting in significant out-migration (Mönkediek, Kok, & Mandemakers, 2016).

Marianne Caron et al. (2017) also found evidence that sibship composition played a role in getting access to the marriage market. In this regard, siblings could act as competitors, but they could also improve each other’s chances of finding a partner and getting married. Moreover they also influenced the timing of marriage. It was found that having older siblings extended individuals’ waiting time until marriage, while having younger siblings shortened that time. The negative effect of having older siblings became stronger at higher ages. Next, gender effects were found in the sense that for both women and men a recent marriage of a sibling of the same sex delayed marriage, while for marriages of siblings of the opposite sex an acceleration effect was found. While the first result was interpreted in terms of resource dilution, i.e., the parental resources were temporarily exhausted, the latter might point at the positive influence of the extension of the social network through a brother-in-law or a sister-in-law. The total number of siblings did not influence the age at marriage.

Marriage dates can also be used as an indicator of broader social changes. Marriage seasonality can, for example, be used as a proxy for secularization as marriages during Lent and Advent were “forbidden” or discouraged by the Catholic Church. Hideko Matsuo and Koen Matthijs (2018) assessed the extent and evolution of church control through the development of Lent and Advent marriages. They also examined this for fertility by studying whether conceptions occurred during the religious “closed periods”, as sex was also forbidden during these religious spells, especially during Lent. Their study showed declining compliances of religious rules on marriage and to some extent on conception, indicating a secularization trend. Different underlying mechanisms existed: marriages were more influenced by social control than conceptions, and the higher the birth order, the lower the level of compliance. Socio-economic, cultural and demographic variables in the COR*-database allowed to examine who was more, or less likely to adhere to church rules. For marriage, non-compliances were largely observed among urban citizens and older brides, which increased in later periods (early 20th century). Compliance, by contrast, was found mainly among elite bridegrooms. For conceptions, non-compliance was found among literate women, while again compliance with the church rules was found among elite bridegrooms.
3.2 FERTILITY DECLINE

In the course of the 19th century the fertility transition took off in Western Europe. Scholars agree that fertility decline during the first demographic transition was realized through "traditional" techniques: the calendar method and coitus interruptus. These were not particularly safe for individuals and couples, but highly effective on the macro-level. It is also clear that the decline of mortality, and in particular infant and child mortality, was an important contributor to fertility decline (Haines, 1998), because it led ceteris paribus to an increase in average family size, creating a first incentive to limit the number of live births. Next, there were economic motives to limit the number of offspring. As a result of bans on child labor and the introduction of compulsory schooling, children started to contribute only much later in life to the family income, while at the same time raising them became more expensive. Consequently, the opportunity costs of children increased, turning around intergenerational wealth flows, through which it became rational to limit fertility (Caldwell, 1976, 2005). Moreover, as children demanded ever increasing investments in human capital, it became logical to invest in child quality instead of quantity (Becker, 1960; Spolaore & Wacziarg, 2021). However, there were also cultural and religious factors that prevented couples from actually practicing birth control, when this had become economically rational and feasible (Engelen, 1997). In that sense, to practice birth control couples had to be "ready, willing and able", as Ansley Coale (1973) concluded.

While the complex interplay of economic motivations and cultural and religious impediments — that has been studied extensively within the European Fertility Project (see Coale & Watkins, 1986) — explains an important part of the complex history of fertility decline, it has become also clear that this is not the complete story. After all, one would expect that countries that industrialized first were also the first to see their fertility decline. The simple fact that the fertility transition started in France and not in England, shows that the complex puzzle is not yet solved. Over the years, historical demographers have therefore considered other factors and mechanisms, including the role of family systems (e.g., Rotering, 2020) and diffusion mechanisms (i.e., the idea of "communicating communities", see Szreter, 1996). While studies have increased our insights, the historical debate on the fertility decline continues, mainly because the striking geographic and social differences in the onset and progress of the fertility seem not to be explainable by one encompassing theory.

All these complexities in the debate on fertility decline are also observable in Belgium. Belgium was the first country on the European continent to industrialize and it was also one of the forerunners in the fertility decline (Lesthaeghe, 2015). However, if one zooms in, it turns out that there were major geographic and social differences in the timing and pace of fertility decline. In the industrial zones of Wallonia, the decline took off earlier and fertility levels remained below those of Flanders in the course of the 19th and early 20th century. Fertility was also higher among Flemish laboring class couples than among individuals of the same income and educational levels as French-speaking couples. For the city of Leuven e.g., evidence was found that parity-dependent stopping behavior of Flemish laboring class couples was influenced on the neighborhood level by the presence of francophone couples and couples from the upper classes. These groups adopted fertility control earlier on than Flemish laboring couples. This suggests that diffusion effects played a role in the Belgian fertility decline (Van Bavel, 2004).

Hideko Matsuo and Koen Matthijs (2016) examined the interplay of socio-economic and cultural factors in fertility limitation behavior during the demographic transition, by studying this through the age at which the last child was born. Based on Kaplan-Weier analyses and hazard models, their analysis confirmed that the age at last childbearing declined mainly among the birth cohort of 1860–1888 in comparison to earlier cohorts (1800–1839 and 1840–1859). They identified substantial inter- and intra-cohort differences, driven by cultural and life course factors, such as literacy status, spousal age gaps, witness characteristics, birth seasonality, marital and childbearing ages and birth histories.

Diffusion effects were found as well. Sarah Moreels and Matthijs Vandezande (2012) investigated parity-specific stopping behavior of 747 couples from the city of Antwerp and categorized them into native, migrant and mixed couples. Generally speaking, native couples were the first to practice birth control. Interestingly, migrants who moved as children to Antwerp adopted the stopping behavior of the urban population of Antwerp, whereas immigrants who moved as adults to the city resembled the behavior of the population of origin. The analysis of the mixed couples showed that the origin of the wife was more decisive than that of the husband, suggesting that — at least in this context — women took the lead when it came to the adoption of fertility control.
Reto Schumacher et al. (2013) studied family formation trajectories of migrants and natives in Antwerp and Geneva from a life course perspective, using sequence analysis. They found for Antwerp important differences in the reproductive careers of short- and long-distance migrants, the former being highly traditional (i.e., long childbearing periods, little or no signs of stopping behavior, and a high average number of children ever born), while the latter were forerunners in the fertility transition (i.e., short childbearing periods, signs of stopping, and a lower number of children). Interestingly, for 19th century Geneva, the differences in the reproductive careers of native and migrant women were smaller. This might be related to the type of migrants that those cities attracted. Geneva received mainly skilled migrants, while Antwerp received mainly unskilled laborers (due to its port function), and this applied especially to the short-distance migrants.

3.3 BRIDAL PREGNANCIES, OUT-OF-WEDLOCK FERTILITY AND EXTRA-PAIR PATERNITY

While couples were expected to wait with having sex until they were married and to remain faithful to their marriage partner, deviations from those norms did occur. In European pre-industrial societies it was not uncommon for couples to have sex in anticipation of marriage. In fact, there were all kinds of local practices in which unmarried couples had sex in peer-controlled settings. In case the young woman involved got pregnant, the mating partner would voluntarily or under pressure of the parents and/or others, marry her (Kok, Bras & Rotering, 2016). However, from the latter half of the 18th century on, there was a significant increase in the number of out-of-wedlock births in Western European societies, which peaked in the course of the 19th century, before declining by the end of the 19th century, although the timing varied across regions (Kok, 2005; Matthijs, 2001). The phenomenon was mainly, but not exclusively, observed in urban areas under the laboring classes.

Various explanations have been put forward to explain the rise and decline in extra-marital fertility. Edward Shorter (1971, 1973) suggested that it signified an early sexual revolution among laboring class women, resulting from the liberating effect of earning wages in industry. Peter Laslett (1980) claimed that out-of-wedlock fertility increased within so-called "bastardy-prone sub-societies", in which out-of-wedlock fertility was no deviation from the norms and in which women often gave birth to multiple children out of wedlock. However, most studies point to the role of uncertainty — among both women and men — and vulnerability that increased among young women in the wake of industrialization, rural-to-urban migration and large scale urbanization. The lack of a social network, job insecurity, and relatively low wages all weakened the bargaining power of young women vis-à-vis men. At the same time, illegitimacy might have been both a cause and a consequence of vulnerability (Schumacher, Ryczkowska, & Perroux, 2007).

Against this background, Sophie Vries (2019) studied in her bachelor thesis bridal pregnancies and illegitimate births in the Antwerp district. She observed that — in line with the expectations based on other studies — both phenomena increased in the course of the 19th century and declined again in the beginning of the 20th century. She systematically compared the life courses of (1) women who conceived all children within wedlock, (2) women who experienced a bridal pregnancy, and (3) women who gave birth to one or more illegitimate children. The analysis showed that the life course of women with illegitimate children differed much more from women who conceived all children within marriage, than those of women who experienced a bridal pregnancy. The results made assumable that — in line with the research of Reto Schumacher et al. (2007) — out-of-wedlock fertility was mainly a result of vulnerability. The transition from a regional textile center into a port city led to lower incomes, less job stability, and a substantial decline in job opportunities for females which made them more vulnerable, resulting in a rise in illegitimate births. While out-of-wedlock fertility was mainly caused by vulnerability, it did not necessarily make the women even more vulnerable, since many of the women who gave birth to illegitimate children would ultimately marry. An exception to this were the group of international migrant women, as they often gave birth to multiple children out of wedlock, while their likelihoods of remaining single were much higher than among the natives and internal migrant women.

The debate about out-of-wedlock fertility also raised questions about how faithful couples were to each other (Puschmann, 2020b). Thanks to cooperation between historical demographers and geneticians some light has been shed on biological kinship ties in the past, using historical demographic and genealogical data in combination with DNA information. By comparing Y-chromosomal DNA of contemporary individuals who have the same legal ancestor, it can be determined whether in previous generations women had children with men who were not the legal fathers, as the non-recombining part of Y-chromosome is transmitted unchanged from fathers to sons (Larmuseau, 2021; Larmuseau et al., 2017).
Making use of the Antwerp COR*-database and other historical demographic and genealogical data, Maarten Larmuseau et al. (2013) found that in Flanders extra-pair paternity was rare in the past. Linking historical demographic data with contemporary genealogical data — allowing generational linkage and by doing so, covering multidisciplinary fields — was one of the important contributions COR* data has made in this respect. Extra pair paternity rates were around 1–2% per generation, much lower than previous studies had suggested. Further research (Larmuseau, 2021; Larmuseau, Matthijs, & Wenseleers, 2016a, 2016b) found that extra-pair paternity rates had been especially low among farmers and peasants. However, extra-pair paternity rates were considerably higher among the laboring classes in urban areas (+/- 6% per generation). Moreover, it was found that in the course of the 19th century, more or less parallel to the rise of extra-marital fertility, extra-pair paternity rates had increased significantly (Larmuseau, 2021; Larmuseau et al., 2016a). This proves that it was not only more difficult in this period for women in cities to meet and stay with the partner but also that a small, significant part cuckolded their partners.

### 3.4 Health and Mortality

During the 19th century important improvements in health took place, thanks to, amongst others, sanitary measures, improved nutrition, and advancements in medical knowledge and practice. As a result, mortality declined and life expectancy at birth and at later ages increased systematically. These changes are part of the so-called epidemiological transition: the shift from a mortality regime in which infectious diseases were the main causes of death towards a regime in which chronic, degenerative diseases, cancer and cardiovascular diseases prevail (Omran, 1971). In Belgium this transition was unfolding during the 19th and early 20th century, but far from complete by the end of the COR* research period. We observe for the period 1840–1920 a lot of epidemic outbreaks — e.g., cholera, measles and smallpox (Donrovich, Puschmann, & Matthijs, 2018; Donrovich, Puschmann, Matthijs, & Neyrinck, 2013) — and although in Belgium life expectancy at birth increased from 40 years in 1840 to 50 years by the start of World War I, the improvement was far from linear (Devos, 2006; Eggerickx, Sanderson, & Vandeschrick, 2020).

The research on health and mortality on the basis of the Antwerp COR*-database has been concentrated on three topics: the clustering and intergenerational transfer of infant mortality, the impact of early life conditions on later life mortality (i.e., post-reproductive life expectancy), and differences in mortality risks between migrants and natives, the so-called healthy migrant effect.

In both contemporary and historical societies, deaths among infants are not spread randomly over the population. In high mortality regimes, certain families pay a high infant death toll, while others face only a limited number of deaths. This phenomenon has become known as infant mortality clustering (Das Gupta, 1990) and has received ample attention in the field of historical demography. Mattijs Vandezande (2012) was the first to explore this phenomenon using the Antwerp COR*-database and devoted his PhD thesis to it. He approached infant mortality clustering from an individual (micro), family (meso) and population (macro) perspective. He found that high infant mortality risks were transferred from one generation to the next, both through the paternal and the maternal line, although the effects found for the maternal line were stronger. As it turned out, girls who lost a considerable share of their siblings in infancy had up to twice the risk of losing an infant as mothers, compared to mothers who had no siblings dying in infancy (Vandezande & Matthijs, 2013). Follow-up research by Robyn Donrovich et al. (2018) confirmed that women whose mothers lost three or more infants had a 77% higher risk of experiencing infant deaths among their own offspring, compared to women whose mothers lost no infants. Comparable results were found elsewhere in Europe (Quaranta et al., 2017).

Measuring infant mortality clustering in families and its intergenerational transfer is one thing, explaining it is another. Both nature, "faulty genes", and nurture explanations, "faulty parents", as well as a combination of both have been proposed (Edvinsson & Janssens, 2012; Janssens, Messelink, & Need, 2010). The research by Mattijs Vandezande (2012) pointed especially in the direction of the socialization hypothesis, stating that both health-threatening as well as health-promoting attitudes and behaviors of parents are "transmitted" from one generation to the other. Robyn Donrovich et al. (2018), by contrast, linked their results to life history theory, as they observed that mothers with the highest risk of infant mortality were more likely to bear their children at a young age, out-of-wedlock and raise them without a partner. Their limited life experience and lack of a helping hand and resources created a risky environment for their children. Offspring that survived in such circumstances followed faster and riskier reproductive strategies, creating similar risk factors among their offspring (Pink, Willführ, Voland, & Puschmann, 2020).
Infant and childhood conditions were not only important for the health and survival chances of offspring, they also had an important impact on ego’s later life mortality risks (Bengtsson & Lindström, 2000; Quaranta, 2013). Donrovich, Puschmann, and Matthijs (2014) investigated the impact of sibling composition (i.e., sib size and sex) and birth order on later life mortality risks in the district of Antwerp. Moreover, they investigated whether geographic proximity of siblings later in life influenced mortality risks after the age of 50. The event history models showed that sibling competition in early life profoundly impacted later life outcomes. Having older brothers was found to have had a negative effect for males’ as well as females’ later life survival chances. Women who had no older brothers were almost always better off. Widows were, however, an exception, as for them it was beneficial to have older brothers in later life. The same applies to widowers who had older sisters. Apparently, sibling competition gave way to solidarity and mutual support for siblings of the opposite sex in times of crisis. It is interesting to see that such mutual support was not found for men and women who remained single for life. Remaining unmarried and having a lot of siblings was especially detrimental for the survival chances of women in later life.

Another branch of COR*-research focused on differences in survival chances (above age 30+ years) between migrants and natives. Puschmann, Donrovich, Grönberg, Dekeyser, and Matthijs (2016b) found strong evidence for a so-called “healthy migrant” effect in Antwerp, as well as in the port cities of Rotterdam and Stockholm. This is explained in terms of selection effects: only the healthiest people move, and the healthiest people move over the longest distances. The living environment was also important: migrants who grew up in the countryside, had lower mortality risks compared to natives and urban migrants. However, in the later period, when the urban penalty had turned into an urban premium, the opposite was observed: rural-to-urban migrants now faced higher mortality risks. Moreover, rural-to-urban migrants in Antwerp had higher mortality risks in times when Antwerp was hit by epidemics, probably as these migrants had not been exposed to these infectious diseases in early life and consequently lacked immunity (Alter & Oris, 2005). In a follow-up paper on Rotterdam, it was tested whether the healthy migrant effect was not caused by selective return migration of the sick and elderly, the so-called salmon bias hypothesis. The results showed that the healthy migrant effect was real, and that the most mobile migrants had the lowest mortality risks (Puschmann, Donrovich, & Matthijs, 2017).

### 3.5 Migration and Social Inclusion

Inspired by contemporary debates on migration and social inclusion, historians of migration have studied how mobile and adaptable individuals and societies were in the past (Lucassen, 2005). Apparently, migration has always been typical for human societies, and this was also the case for 19th and early 20th-century Western societies (Hoerder, 2002). As a result of mortality decline, Europe’s population grew at an unprecedented speed, while at the same time, due to innovations, less labor was needed in agriculture. Consequently, a substantial and growing part of the European population left the countryside. Increasing numbers of individuals tried their luck in other continents, especially the United States. The largest population movement was from the countryside to a nearby city, where newcomers found work in the growing industry and service sector (Moch, 2003). The urban share of Europe’s population increased from about 12% in 1800 to 44% in 1910 (Clark, 2013). During this period, Antwerp turned into the largest and fastest growing city of Belgium and it became one of Europe’s major ports.

Sociologists and historians have debated intensively on the extent to which urban newcomers in the 19th and early 20th century became integrated in the city. Scholars of the Chicago School of Sociology (Park, 1928; Thomas & Znaniecki, 1918) and their later followers (Handlin, 1973) argued, mostly on the basis of qualitative sources, that all migrants, but especially those who originated from the countryside, faced a very hard time to get integrated in the city. Rural-to-urban migrants lacked schooling, skills and the necessary social networks which prevented them from thriving in the new urban environment. They soon became marginalized and ended up in ghettos and poor suburbs. In their struggle for survival, a significant part grabbed the bottle, committed crime or prostituted themselves. While most of the initial work was done on American cities, Chicago in particular, European researchers reached similar conclusions on cities like Rotterdam (Bouman & Bouman, 1955) or Paris (Chevalier, 1973). Later researchers (Moch, 1983; Sewell, 1985) studied the topic with more quantitative data and came to other, sometimes even opposite conclusions: they claimed that urban newcomers were the most dynamic and enterprising city dwellers, who possessed plenty of human capital and moved into well-integrated social networks. Moreover, as the majority of them moved over short distances, they could
maintain connections with the home front. Migrants did well as they were positively selected from the population of origin: they brought the right baggage with them to the city to become successful urban dwellers. Lucassen (2004) has tried to reconcile the opposite views, by arguing that the gloomy picture applied to leavers, while the successful migrants stayed and left their traces in the quantitative source material (i.e., the registries).

Against this background Paul Puschmann (2015) studied in his PhD-thesis processes of social inclusion and exclusion among internal and international migration in Antwerp, Rotterdam and Stockholm, in the period 1850–1930. Next to the Antwerp COR*-database, the research was based on the Historical Sample of the Netherlands and the Stockholm Historical Database. Puschmann focused on various subtopics — marriage opportunities, family formation, assortative mating, career mobility and adult mortality — in order to study to what degree migrants got access to the marriage market, other social groups, reproduction, and the labor market, and to determine whether social exclusion gave rise to certain adverse health effects in later life. By comparing three different port cities, it could be established whether or not the historical context played an important role in processes of social inclusion and exclusion.

The results regarding marriage opportunities and family formation showed that migrants had less access to marriage and reproduction compared to the native population. Migrants who originated from the vicinity of the city and arrived at younger ages, had the highest chances to get married and start a family. Generally speaking, economic capital did not increase the likelihood of getting access to the marriage market. It became clear that access to marriage was easier in Antwerp and Rotterdam, compared to Stockholm (Puschmann, 2015; Puschmann et al., 2014a; Puschmann, Van den Driessche, Grönberg, Van de Putte, & Matthijs, 2014b).

The results on partner choice learn that migrants were treated as outsiders and that this was not due to a lack of economic capital or skills, but was mainly related to ethnic and cultural characteristics. Migrants who originated from the city's hinterland and had moved early on in their life, had the highest likelihood of marrying a native partner and becoming fully part of the urban mainstream. It also became clear that migrants from smaller groups had more difficulty in getting married, but if they did, they were more likely to do so with native partners, probably because the in-group options were scarce (Puschmann et al., 2016a).

In terms of labor market inclusion, migrants also faced a hard time. Male migrants were over-represented among the lower positions, and often were not able to close the gap with the native population. However, there were differences. In general, international migrants performed better than internal migrants, and often even occupied higher positions than natives, while internal migrants were found, especially in the beginning of their career, on the lower positions. However, in Rotterdam, domestic migrants closed the gap in the course of their career, in Antwerp they even overtook natives over the life course, while in Stockholm the gap was large and even widened, showing again that social inclusion in Stockholm was more difficult, especially compared to Antwerp (Puschmann, 2015).

While on average migrants had lower mortality risks in later life than natives — the healthy migrant effect — a deeper analysis made clear that migrants paid a high price for moving to the city, as their mortality advantage decreased the longer they lived in the city. Moreover, certain sub-groups actually experienced excess mortality, sometimes due to negative selection effects, but also due to heavy and unhealthy jobs.

3.6 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND SOCIAL MOBILITY

One of the main hypotheses regarding social structure and social mobility is that societies will become meritocratic as a result of modernization, i.e., industrialization, urbanization and increased geographic mobility (Treiman, 1970). Status ascription will give way to status achievement, signaling a decrease of the (direct) influence of parents and the family on the social status and mobility chances of the children, while the importance of human capital — education, training, and skills — will increase. At the same time, overall social mobility is believed to have increased. While this hypothesis has been influential in stratification research, the evidence is mixed: some studies find little evidence for a real (relative) shift in social mobility, while others confirm that processes of modernization transformed patterns of social mobility. Wiebke Schulz, Ineke Maas and Marco van Leeuwen (2015) found, for instance, that during the latter half of the 19th and the early 20th century the association between the occupations of fathers and sons decreased in the Netherlands. Other studies find mixed results.
Richard Zijdeman (2009) found no overall effect of industrialization on social mobility in the Dutch province of Zeeland. He did, however, find an increase in social mobility in areas that experienced an expansion of the transport network.

Against this background, Cornelia Vandenberghe (2020a) studied intergenerational mobility in Antwerp in the period 1830–1913, by comparing HISCAM-scores of fathers and sons. She found evidence that Antwerp became increasingly meritocratic and that social mobility increased towards the end of the period. Overall, the likelihood of sons having a higher social status than their fathers increased over time, while the elasticity of intergenerational social mobility decreased during the study period. In line with the results of Paul Puschmann (2015), she found that migrants were more upwardly mobile than natives and that literacy increased the chances of intergenerational upward mobility among males, while at the same time the literacy of their female spouses also had an effect, suggesting that education of women (as measured by literacy status) was important for the career of their husbands.

Van Bavel, Moreels, Van de Putte, and Matthijs (2011) investigated the relationship between parent’s fertility control and intergenerational social mobility of children in the city of Antwerp. Following the quality-quantity trade-off and the resource dilution hypothesis, they investigated whether the application of birth control by the parents would increase the likelihood of children to climb the social ladder. They found evidence that the children of couples that did not apply fertility control, were more likely to end at the lower ranks of the social ladder. Also, they found that fertility control limited the likelihood of children to experience downward mobility, especially among the middle classes. However, fertility limitation did not play an instrumental role to accelerate upward mobility among the offspring.

Sarah Moreels (2010) worked on female careers. Together with others, she developed GENCLASS, a historical class scheme adapted for women’s occupations. GENCLASS is based on both the social power of the woman and that of her husband. This was necessary as until then, researchers had almost exclusively focused on career mobility of men, due to the under-registration of female occupations. Especially among married women, often the following occupational entries are found: "housewife" or "without occupation". Moreels also applied GENCLASS in order to study the social mobility of fertile women (ages 15 through 49) in the city of Antwerp in the period 1846–1906. She found that the social status of the majority of the studied women during family formation remained stable. This result is corroborated by the finding that parity did not predict the social status of women.

The last study we discuss is the master thesis by Cornelia Vandenberghe (2020b) on female labor market participation in Antwerp and Brussels. She compared both cities in order to determine whether the demand for female labor had an impact on their labor market participation. She found that in Brussels, where there was larger demand for female laborers in the textile industry and manufacturing, female labor market participation was not notably higher than in Antwerp, where the labor market was dominated by physically demanding jobs. Female labor market participation was rather determined by supply-side factors: unmarried women were much more likely to work than married women, higher class women were also less likely to work than laboring class women, and before marriage, migrant women were more likely to work than native women, while the reverse was found during marriage.

4 PATHWAYS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

4.1 NEW POSSIBLE TOPICS

The Antwerp COR*-database is relatively young (first release: 2010). As the literature review has shown, quite a number of studies have been conducted based on the analysis of the database over the past years, but this is only a fraction of what is possible. There are plenty of options for further research in all domains outlined above, but also beyond, for instance with regard to social and geographical mobility, historical family dynamics, and segregation versus inclusion. One could look into settlement patterns of migrants and natives. Did migrants mingle with natives in the housing market or did they live in segregated city parts? What were the driving forces of settlement patterns? Were individuals with port-related occupations, such as dock workers and sailors, mostly found in the neighborhoods of the port? Did individuals move into richer neighborhoods if they climbed up the social ladder? And did residential patterns influence health and survival chances? These and related questions can be studied using GIS techniques.
So far no studies on the database have looked into remarriages. Usually men remarry more often and at a faster rate (Matthijs, 2003b), but was this also the case in a port city like Antwerp with an excess number of young males, resulting from strong male in-migration? Did the skewed sex ratio translate into a stronger bargaining power of women in the marriage market and if so, how did that manifest itself? Did women remain less often single than elsewhere? Did they more often marry upward? Were women with illegitimate children more likely to remarry? And did potential female advantages disappear when in the beginning of the 20th century the sex balance became more equal? Since the context — skewed sex-ratio’s — is essential in this type of exploration, a comparative IDS-project including multiple cities such as Antwerp, Rotterdam and Stockholm (Puschmann, 2015) with varying sex-ratio’s seems more promising than an individual case study.

Sex-differences in mortality are another topic to further explore. Isabelle Devos (2000) showed that towards the end of the 19th and the early 20th century certain groups of girls experienced excess mortality, notwithstanding the fact that females enjoy biologically pre-determined survival advantages for all age groups. Patterns of excess female mortality have also been observed for other European countries in the same time period or even later (Weigl, 2016). Various hypotheses have been put forward to explain these excess mortality rates, ranging from females having less access to food, vaccinations and medical care to particular gender-based working and living conditions. On the basis of the COR*-database, it can be explored which females were at an increased risk of mortality and which factors were associated with it. One could look, for example, at household composition, birth order, social status, age differences of the parents, literacy status of the parents, and living conditions.

Other topics that could be explored using the COR*-database are (changes in) naming practices (i.e., after whom were children named), residential patterns of mothers with illegitimate children (e.g., did they cluster in certain parts of the city?), and legitimizations of illegitimate children (which children had a higher likelihood of being recognized?). Also one could dig into the life courses of (known) fathers of illegitimate children. How did their life course differ from the life course of fathers who had exclusively legitimate children? Promising are studies that will look into the influence of kin inside and outside the household on fertility and survival of offspring (e.g., grandmother hypothesis; Watkins, 2021), migration and mobility.

4.2 EXTENSIONS OF THE DATABASE

There are two ways of extending the database: (1) by plugging in data from other source types, and (2) by increasing the scope of the current source types (e.g., population registers and vital registration records), either through time or through space.

4.2.1 PLUGGING IN DATA FROM OTHER SOURCE TYPES

It can be of great added value, next to the existing demographic and socio-economic data from the population registers and vital registration, to include data from other sources. Currently the COR*-database is already being enriched with genetic markers in the context of a postdoc project by Sofie Claerhout, funded by Research Foundation Flanders.3 More specifically, currently-living COR*-males in Flanders and the Netherlands are being sequenced on the non-recombining part of the Y-chromosome. The DNA-data that will be obtained in this way is being linked through the family tree of the sampled individuals to their ancestors in the Antwerp COR*-database. This will shed new light on long-debated nature-nurture issues relating to surnames, family formation, migration and mortality.

Likewise, projects by third parties can lead to extensions of the COR*-database. The IMMIBEL project "Outcast or Embraced? Clusters of Foreign Immigrants in Belgium, c. 1840–1890" led to the creation of a database with the surviving index cards of immigrants from the Public Safety Office (Sécurité Publique) as well as a database with all mariners (both Belgian and foreigners) based on the Seamen’s registry of voyages.4 By plugging the data on COR*-persons and their partners into the COR*-database, new analyses can be performed related to, amongst others, work andmobility patterns of immigrants.

The citizen-science project S.O.S Antwerp "Sociale ongelijkheid in sterfte" [Social Inequality in Death], aims to create a database of the causes of death of all individuals that died between 1820 and 1946 in


If the cause of death of COR*-individuals are linked to the Antwerp COR*-database, this will open up research possibilities that might shed new light on the clustering and intergenerational transfer of infant and child mortality as well as the healthy migrant effect. One can investigate whether clusters of infant and child deaths can be attributed to the same causes of death, and what causes lower death rates among migrants. This can increase our insights into the drivers of mortality dynamics and differences.

New projects can be launched to collect other materials on COR*-persons. Promising sources are conscription records, notarial deeds (e.g., prenuptial agreements, wills and property transfers), tax and rent registers. Research opportunities are, for instance, the impact of heights on life course trajectories, health and mortality and the relation of income and wealth levels with e.g., partner selection, the timing of marriage, patterns of career mobility, and health and well-being.

Currently, a limitation of the database is its relatively small size. Although there are observations on more than 30,000 individuals, the whole is limited in time and space. Life course data are censored by the end of the observation period (1920) and the area of observation (the district of Antwerp). For 5,971 research persons we only observe a single demographic event in the population registers and we can only link 2,459 death certificates to the 7,222 birth certificates in the database. This means that for only 35% of the individuals we have a birth certificate, a complete life course can be studied. That is less than 10% of all individuals in the database. For many research questions this is no problem, as event history techniques can deal well with incomplete data. However, for research questions that require a long time window the numbers soon get smaller. This is especially true if we want to include multiple generations. Robyn Donrovich et al. (2018) ended up with only 1,445 infants in their study on the intergenerational transfer of infant mortality.

Extending the data to later periods would be most interesting, but is hampered due to privacy laws. Going back in time would be possible, but it would require also a change of source type, using parish records, since population registers started not before 1846 and the civil registration not before the 1790’s. While this would not lead to a similar information density as from 1846 onwards, the addition of baptism, marriage and burial records, could lead to a valuable extension of multiple generations of COR*-individuals. This will open up new venues for research on intergenerational issues, related to marriage, fertility and mortality, but also on, for instance, naming practices, as individuals were often named after godfathers and -mothers.

Next to vertical extension in terms of time, horizontal extensions in terms of space are possible. In principle the database could be extended over the rest of Flanders or even the whole of Belgium. While this seemed until recently a "mission impossible", given the amount of time and resources it would require, new opportunities have arisen thanks to large-scale citizen science projects, as well as advances in handwritten text recognition, as successful examples from Norway and Spain have shown (e.g., Pedersen et al., 2022; Pujades-Mora et al., 2022; Thorvaldsen et al., 2015). In principle it would be possible to launch a platform and to call on volunteers — genealogists, students, retirees — to gather all entries from COR*-persons from the population registers and vital registration records from all Belgian municipalities, provided the data collection, entry and processing are guided by data and record linkage specialists. In practice, important steps have been taken already, as the marriage certificates of Flemish Brabant and Brussels of the 19th and early 20th century haven been collected in the context of the crowdsourcing project DEMOGEN, coordinated by the Belgian State Archive and KU Leuven (Matthijis, Put, & Trio, 2019). An even larger data collection has taken place for the province of West Flanders, also in the context of a citizen-science project (Aelvoet, Matsuo, Matthijis, & Buyst, 2016). By adding data on COR*-persons from these datasets, we will be able to add a large number of new research persons, but also to complete missing life course information of existing research persons who moved from or to Antwerp at some point in time during their life.

In sum, if we overlook all the possibilities for new research on the existing database and the opportunities that might arise from future extension of the database, it seems that we are only at the beginning of a long and exciting research journey through the demographic past of Flanders and Belgium.

---
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